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Sam (Sammy) Harris, one of the youngest survivors of the Holocaust, speaks to thousands of

adults and school children every year. Among the numerous letters he receives are those from

hundreds of students who have been inspired by Sam’s courage and positivity. When Ellen

Palestrant read these letters, she was struck by what they strongly illuminated: kids today are

hungry for the values and character traits Sam epitomizes—and not the material values of

cynical marketers with which they are constantly bombarded. Nor should kids be the

unsuspecting recipients of messages of hate for the other broadcast by conspiratorial political

and religious leaders and their colluding supporters. An insidious mind-grab exists and Sam

Harris is the perfect antidote.

Review"Sam is a miracle because he was witness to unspeakable, unmanageable horror, and

in place of vengeance and hate, he filled his heart with compassion and loving-kindness.

Would that all mankind could learn from Sam." Richard Kaufman - Psychiatrist, Emeritus,

University of Chicago"Sam Harris is proof that one life can produce change in the lives of

everyone they touch, no matter what their ethnic heritage." William Delgado - State Senator,

Chairperson, Senate Education Committee What is justice? What are the things that we

consider good in the world? Mr. Harris, by telling his story to children in their formative years,

helps all of us understand the choices we have made in life. He has chosen the path of

forgiveness, despite the immense wrongs done to him, and that choice has clearly affected the

children who have heard him. Thank you, Sam Harris, and thank you, Ellen Palestrant, for

bringing to us this book of hope and immense humanity. Linda Chapa LaVia - State

Representative 83rd District,Chairperson, Elementary and Secondary Education

Committee The story of little SzlamekRzeznik - who we all know as Sam Harris - never fails to

bring tears to myeyes. What is so remarkable is how important his story has been to the

manyschoolchildren who have tasted the evil of the Holocaust, and yet emerged fromthat

experience with a sharper sense of humanity because of him. This book is amust read. Dr.

Ronald Perlman - President, The Center: Resources for Teaching and LearningFrom the Back

Cover"The story of Sam Harris has directly touched the lives of thousand of school children

who will be better adults because of the values they have learned from him."Dr. Christopher

Koch - Illinois State Superintendent of Education"Thank you, Sam Harris, and thank you, Ellen

Palestrant, for bringing to us this book of hope and immense humanity."Linda Chapa LaVia -

State Representative, 83rd District, and Chairperson, Elementary and Secondary Education

CommitteeFrom the Back Cover"The story of Sam Harris has directly touched the lives of

thousand of school children who will be better adults because of the values they have learned

from him."Dr. Christopher Koch - Illinois State Superintendent of Education"Thank you, Sam

Harris, and thank you, Ellen Palestrant, for bringing to us this book of hope and immense

humanity."Linda Chapa LaVia - State Representative, 83rd District, and Chairperson,

Elementary and Secondary Education Committee --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorEllen Palestrant, South African-born writer, artist, filmmaker and

creativity consultant, resides in Arizona. She was educated in South Africa and Britain and

immigrated with her family to the USA in 1987. Palestrant is a game inventor, hydroponic

farmer, special education teacher, television scriptwriter (adult documentary and children's

animation), film producer, college instructor (English, Humanities, Creative Writing) and co-



publisher of a college press. Her published books include NOSEDIVE, JOHANNESBURG ONE

HUNDRED, REMEMBERING DOLORES, I TOUCHED A STAR IN MY DREAM LAST

NIGHT, and PRETZEL ON PROZAC: The Story of an Immigrant Dog, THE WORLD OF

GLIMPSE, IF YOU CAN MAKE IT, MR. HARRIS ... SO CAN I, IF YOU CAN MAKE IT, MR.

HARRIS ... SO CAN I Teacher's Guide & Workbook, HAVE YOU EVER HAD A HUNCH? The

Importance of Creative Thinking, LET'S DO HUNCH: Creativity Workbook for Individuals and

Groups, KOPTOE, Transcending Boundaries: The Comrades Marathon. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.Read more
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Thank You, Mr. Harris…Sincerely,ConclusionDedicationIn memory of David Phillip Harris

(1968–2013)PrefaceI find people who have transcended personal and societal boundaries,

even sometimes endured the most difficult of circumstances and yet have managed to thrive,

enormously inspiring.These resilient individuals, chose not to function from positions that were

static, ones that disallowed the growth of their own potential; instead, they valued and nurtured

their own burgeoning abilities. They also encouraged and rejoiced in the achievements of

others. Such individuals did not permit themselves to superimpose on themselves or their

listeners, an endless list of what hadn’t worked in the past. They did not indulge in self-fulfilling

prophesies of doom but remained, instead, courageously open to new possibilities. They chose

to move forward in their lives.Sam Harris is a prime example for me of such an individual and

that is why I decided to co-produce and co-direct a movie about him—SAMMY THE JOURNEY

and simultaneously, write both this book and a companion one analyzing what I term the

Sammy Factor: IF YOU CAN MAKE IT, MR. HARRIS…SO CAN I: Letters from Students to

Sammy, Child Survivor of the Holocaust and IF YOU CAN MAKE IT, MR. HARRIS…SO CAN I

—the Teacher’s Guide and Workbook, Transcending Boundaries: Resilience and Purpose.

Sam Harris is a powerful role model for all ages and is worthy of analysis.Even though Sam

Harris was one of the youngest survivors of the Holocaust who endured immense cruelty as a

child and lost most of the members of his family, he went on to thrive in life. Somehow, Sam

had the ability, even at the young age of twelve when he first arrived in the USA as an

orphaned refugee with no idea of what lay ahead for him in the future, to dare to dream—to

replenish himself with his intrinsic positivity and exuberance. Even though Sam had

experienced the worst of humankind, he was driven to self-improvement, to explore and test

his own yet-to-be-realized potential and lead a life of giving and loving.It was Sam Harris’s

extraordinary ability to survive and thrive despite having endured the worst of circumstances,

as well as his vitality, enthusiasm and humor, that compelled filmmaker Eric Cosh and me in

2013, to begin the making of what would become the eighty-seven-minute documentary-film,

SAMMY THE JOURNEY. Eric and I both knew that it was imperative for us to explore this

remarkable individual and share his positivity with others now. Time was running out for

Holocaust survivors. So many were dying. Their stories needed to be told. Sam’s most certainly

did. He had a way of relating his story that was extremely emotive, credible and relatable. He

was Americanized. He had come to the USA as a child and been educated in this

country.SAMMY THE JOURNEY actually began with a casual conversation at a time when

both Eric Cosh and I were fully engaged in our own, different projects: I happened to tell Eric

one day, about my very good friend, artist Dede Harris, with whom I also was working at the

time (Eric and I subsequently made a movie about Dede’s Narrative Art—A HOLOCAUST



TRILOGY). I also told him the story of her husband, Sam Harris, the young Sammy—Szlamek

Rzeznik—and the immense cruelty of the Nazis he had endured and witnessed as a young

child and that, amazingly, despite such immense suffering, Sam had remained a brave,

optimistic, humorous and generous person.“We should do a documentary on him,” Eric

said.“Are you sure?” I asked. “This would have to be work done on spec.”“It needs to be done,”

said Eric. And so our journey began…I arranged a meeting between Eric, me, and Sam and

Dede Harris. More meetings ensued and the creative process began with my interview of Sam

on March 18th, 2013, which Eric filmed. The interview took place in Phoenix, Arizona, and

lasted for four to five hours. We then flew to Chicago where we conducted further interviews,

and Eric filmed Sam’s environs from the age of twelve to adulthood. He also filmed the Illinois

Holocaust Museum and Learning Center (Sam Harris is the visionary behind the museum and

also, President Emeritus).Time was a pressing factor in our production—there simply was no

time to waste; there were increasing less and less Holocaust survivors alive to tell their stories

and Sam was an extraordinary voice and witness. Although Sam Harris spoke to thousands of

adults and school children annually, we felt that he had to be in a feature film so that his

compelling and unique presence would be recorded as completely as possible, for posterity.We

therefore both postponed our own work projects in order to make and complete this movie.

There was no time, also, to try to raise money for production, so we financed it entirely

ourselves—in fact, we did virtually every aspect of the movie ourselves. As a result, we never

had to wait for others to do their parts or experience the interminable delays common to movie

productions; instead, we honored our own, self-imposed deadlines. Finally, towards the end of

2014, we completed SAMMY THE JOURNEY. Since then, the movie has played to full houses

at international film festivals and received standing ovations.The making of the movie was

indeed, a profound journey for both Eric and me. It took a full year at least, to complete—a full

year of immersion into the horrors of the Holocaust. It was also a year of making endless visual

and narrative choices. With eventually, about seven hours of footage, the editing process was

laborious, choice-intensive, but at the same time, stimulating. How do you select from so much

emotive, profound, powerful material to tell and advance a story? How do you select just what

to emphasize in what Sam had related to us?Editorial decisions are seldom easy. What do you

keep? What do you leave out? A feature film is generally within the ninety-minute range. From

an abundance of possibilities in my original interview of Sam Harris that Eric filmed, and then

the many interviews with others we subsequently conducted in Chicago and Santa Monica,

California, the following are the words of Sam’s on which we chose to pivot our movie, and

which became our repeated thematic motif (in our trailer as well). These words, from all the

other powerful words in our discussions with Sam, resonated profoundly with Eric and me—

and, as we later witnessed, were deeply emotive for audiences as well:“I know there were a

million and a half Jewish children that died. I made it. I owe it to share it with the rest of the

world on their behalf.”Sam “made it”. He also has made the lives of so many adults and

children much better. The theme of making it then became the core of my two books about

Sam: IF YOU CAN MAKE IT, MR. HARRIS…SO CAN I: Letters from Students to Sammy, Child

Survivor of the Holocaust and the theme of a second, companion book, IF YOU CAN MAKE IT,

MR. HARRIS…SO CAN I—the Teacher’s Guide and Workbook, Transcending Boundaries:

Resilience and Purpose.Sam Harris, little Sammy, indeed, personifies the quality of resilience.

He has the ability to lead a purposeful life. He makes life happen. Not only did Sam survive; he

thrived! Now, that is remarkable…Ellen PalestrantIntroductionBy Ellen PalestrantSam Harris, a

child survivor of the Holocaust and the instrumental force behind the creation of the Illinois

Holocaust Museum and Educational Center, speaks to thousands of people every year relating



his story and bearing witness to the Holocaust. He also visits schools and speaks to thousands

of school children. Many of these students write letters to him after hearing his story Sam has

told me how precious these letters are to him and that he has kept them all. Once, he said, a

student who was having a very difficult time emotionally, came up to him after his talk and said:

We All Need Forgiveness (Little Critter), The Berenstain Bears Love Is Kind (Berenstain Bears/

Living Lights: A Faith Story), The Berenstain Bears and the Biggest Brag (Berenstain Bears/

Living Lights: A Faith Story), The Berenstain Bears: Jobs Around Town (Berenstain Bears/

Living Lights: A Faith Story), The Berenstain Bears Stand Up to Bullying (Berenstain Bears/

Living Lights: A Faith Story), The Berenstain Bears Learn to Share (Berenstain Bears/Living

Lights: A Faith Story), Little Critter: A Green, Green Garden (My First I Can Read), The

Berenstain Bears Honesty Counts (Berenstain Bears/Living Lights: A Faith Story), The

Berenstain Bears and the Gift of Courage (Berenstain Bears/Living Lights: A Faith Story), The

Berenstain Bears Show Some Respect (Berenstain Bears/Living Lights: A Faith Story),

Berenstain Bears and the Forgiving Tree (Berenstain Bears/Living Lights: A Faith Story)

The book by Ellen Palestrant has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 2 people have provided feedback.
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